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EDITORIAL
We have moved from a time, when
just a simple update on Facebook
received great recognition from
digital users. To today, where a
significant variety of channels
and profiles are engaging with
the digital community. The digital
penetration is growing. The digital
opportunity has moved from a
regional to a global scale and the
News-Channel converted into a
Communications and Marketing
Infotainment Channel.
Expectation Management

It is a great pleasure to write these
five words: Welcome to Digital
Sports Media
This month we again provide an
interesting and very impressive mix
of digital experiences. We have
contributions from Belfast Giants,
KAA Gent, The Worlds Fastest
Road Race and the new Streaming
Platform Sportle. I am sure you
will greatly enjoy their expert talks
and case studies, which show the
growing relevance and importance
of Digital
As you will read and have read
in previous edition, digital media
is becoming more and more
the ‘central part’ of a sports
organization. We have been
following the evolution for more
than eight years and have seen
the tremendous impact that digital
has given to a sports organization
and will continue to provide for
the foreseeable future.

Expectation
Management
is
relevant in two ways: internal and
external. Internally it is essential to
define realistic goals and objectives
for the digital activities. The most
common approach is to define a
season goal and set milestones to
enable the measurement against
the set target. We recommend
using this method for all channels
and profiles individually and then
accrue into an overall target.
Externally it is probably not easy
to plan. But fans do have an
expectation to the content from
their favourite club. Their emotions
and passions come into play, which
obviously make it that much more
challenging, but fans do want to
be part of a “value community”.
Obviously they have access to any
post, tweet or message when they
visit the sport organization profile.
But when they like or follow, they
enter the “value community”
– they want to be recognized;
to access exclusive content; to
discuss, leave positive or negative
comments – put simply they want
to be heard.

The more you give, the higher the
expectation – and never, apart
from match-days, use a visual on
multiple platforms with the same
text. It is likely that a fan is active
on multiple channels, if not all
platforms and you do not want to
dilute your posting.
Just a few or not enough?
A question, we very often are
being asked is ….How many
platforms are right in my digital
communication and marketing
mix? We usually respond with a
question… What do you want to
achieve in your digital activities?
Large follower base, a lot of
engagement
and
interaction,
new target audience, increased
global presence, are just some
of the answers we receive to the
question. Social Media, Web &
Mobile have matured a lot and
we strongly recommend you have
a clear objective for your digital
strategy. This objective can be
monetization or reaching out to
as many fans as possible. But it
has to be stated, only then you are
able to adapt the right channel,
and make the right choice of
content. Your target audience
has become choosy and the more
platforms you offer, the more your
content needs to be different and
applicable to the specific channel.
That is enough from me – enjoy
Digital Sports Media

We very much look forward to
your feedback
Sincerely,
Mario Leo
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ULSTER GRAND PRIX

THE FASTEST ROAD RACE
IN THE WORLD
Digital Sports Media talked with
Geoff Wilson about the Ulster
Grand Prix and its digital strategy.
„We don our leathers, pull on
our helmet and pull alongside
Geoff Wilson to find out how
Ulster Grand Prix has gone from
a loss maker to the forefront of
the road racing calendar in what
can only be described as the
fastest Q & A in the world!*
*actually wasn’t that quick really
although Geoff is a fast talker!“
What is the Ulster Grand Prix
and what makes it unique?
In essence, it’s an international
motorcycle event located in
Northern Ireland just outside of the
city of Lisburn and is the world’s
fastest road race. Raced on closed
public roads it involves going at
huge speeds with high skill around
the course.
What makes
fastest?

UGP

the

world’s

Basically it’s the average speed that
it takes somebody to complete a
lap of the circuit. In this race the
average speed is 131mph but they
can reach speeds of up to 200mph
so this is an extremely fast bike race
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PIC. Ulster Grand Prix is the fastest road race in the world

going around an extremely fast for the race.
circuit and that’s what makes it the
world’s fastest road race.
Once that was established we
focussed on the strategic plan
It’s been struggled in recent years as and generating money and costs
interest wanted, how did you begin and then focussing on engaging
to turn it around?
with our fans and bringing the
excitement back to the world’s
Our turnaround was in 2009, fastest road race.
before that it was struggling. How
we turned it around was to focus What structural changes needed to
on our story. Get our brand right. be made?
That was all around the idea of
the world’s fastest road race. We First of all, we set up as a business
took the whole story, history and with a professional board.
We
background of the race and use then put in place the policies and
that to ignite the fans imagination procedures such as the volunteer

ULSTER GRAND PRIX

policy, the marshals, safety and all
of those elements. We’ve also spent
a lot of money on the track and
we’ve worked really closely with the
local council to make it as safe as
possible.
Branding played a big part in its
transformation – what did you focus
on and why?
Like anything, you have a key
message and I think in marketing
in a lot of sport they end up have
five or six different messages and
that confuses the fans about what
the organisation or event is. We
have one brand – The World’s
Fastest Road Race. This makes us
unique, it makes us stand out. That
is something that can be broken
by other events but since 2009 it
hasn’t and since 2009 it has been
that single message over and over
and over again that has helped to
get the Ulster Grand Prix back on its
feet.
What technological innovations did
you introduce?
For a simplistic point of view, we
brought in Ticketmaster to sell
tickets and wristbands and that has
allowed us to reach a wider audience.
We’ve also worked with our local TV
provider to look at [BBC] iPlayer and
extended highlights online. We’ve
also worked heavily on social media
and the development of video
content and we’ve also worked on
developing our own app.
At the event we have speed cameras
and technology the records the
racers’ placing, speeds and where
they are on the track and we have
three huge LED screens that are all
linked to cameras in helicopters and
those helicopters follow the riders

PIC. The big learning - you need a plan - a roadmap of where you are and where you’re
heading

and beam live the pictures back to
the fans.
What we’ve done for a few years
now is put GoPro cameras onto the
bikes so fans can see what the riders
experience. These guys are inches
from the road and are travelling at
speeds of up to 200mph. So there’s
a lot of technology on the bikes to
enrich the experience.
How did you develop the digital and
social media aspects of UGP?
What we done first of all was focus
on the platforms that our fans use.
So we looked at Facebook and
Twitter and Periscope as well as
Youtube. We also looked at Linked
In. Then we focussed on the content
and developed a content plan that
included everything from behind
the scenes footage to competitions
and the history of races gone by.
There was ‘Throwback Thursday’
and ‘Wheelie Wednesday’ which
were quite unique. So it was about
focussing on the platforms and the
content that goes on them.
How

are

those

platforms

performing?
Our Facebook has well over 21,000
likes and our Twitter site has around
15,800. Maybe to some people
they aren’t huge numbers but what
you’ve got to realise is that we
attract real motorbike fans. If you’re
into motorbikes you’ll know of us,
so what we’re trying to do over
the next couple of years is to bring
it to people who maybe have a
motorbike but aren’t into the racing
and then widen it even further to
sports fans who might not know
of it but would like to go to an
international event.
What have you learned throughout
the process?
We’ve learned four key things. You
need a plan- a roadmap of where
you are and where you’re heading.
You need great volunteers, we
have over 600 volunteers that give
up their time and some of them
are world class at what they do.
Number three is a focus on financial
manage, generating money and
maximising opportunities. Finally,
you really need to engage the
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ULSTER GRAND PRIX

PIC. Geoff Wilson runs his own Sports Consultancy

fans, get them on board and make
them feel that they are a really big
element of what you do.
What advice would you give to
other sports executives facing
similar problems that UGP faced?
First of all, develop your story and
create your brand. You need to have
a story that you can tell not just
every other week that changes but
one that is constant. What is your
brand, what are you telling people
about yourself?
Secondly, you need a great team
around you to help roll that story
out and then commercialise it.
Three, you need to build your own
marketing channels so that you can
really engage and grow your fan
base and tell them about all the
wonderful things that you’re doing.
Lastly, build your event each year
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and that could be the small things.
Last year we had the most Bike
Week events (on days before the
actual race at the weekend). Don’t
let the event become stagnant, be
innovative and have events within
your main event but always under
the same message.

You can follow the UGP on Twitter Geoff runs his own Sports
@UlsterGrandPrix
Consultancy, working with clients
such as FIFA across the world. He
Or visit www.ulstergrandprix.net
is also on the board of Tourism
Northern Ireland.
Geoff will be speaking at Sport
and Entertainment Alliance in You can follow Geoff on Twitter:
Technology (SEAT) conference in Las @geoffwnjwilson
Vega from 17-21 July 2016 – check
Connect on Linkedin at:
out for more:
www.linkedin.com/in/
www.seatconsortium.com
geoffwnjwilson
Email:
geoff@geoffwilsonconsultancy.com

KAA GENT

ULTIMATE SOCIAL
MEDIA HYPE
Since 2011 Xavier Louwagie is
responsible for all communication
of KAA Gent, including the
coordination of social media and
fanengagement. For both strategy
and operations Mr. Louwagie is in
the lead. Digital Sports Media talked
to him about the digital strategy.
Mr. Louwagie, what distinguished
your strategy from another clubs?
We have to be smart in all areas;
this club does not invest in things
which may not last or which do not
contribute directly to the sportive
goals. Therefore our online strategy
is one of building step by step.
Recently the club made huge steps,
on and off the pitch. In 2015 they
won the national title and entered
the Champions League, an absolute
success which created a big online
boost. Can you tell us about it?
It doesn’t matter whether you are
blue, yellow, green, black, white or
red; all fans of KAA Gent are ‘one
family’. We respect one another.
That’s also our slogan: We Are
One Family, We Are Buffalo! The
fan engagement is huge in Gent.
Our club has its unique position in
the local community. Recently we
have developed also our online
strategy, including the website
and social media channels. Playing
the Champions League was our
ultimate social media hype. So the
regional and national focus has

Pic. The regional and national focus expanded internationally after the Champions League
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KAA GENT
the financial situation is most
important. Our club is not as big as
the ones in the big leagues, so we
do not have the largest budgets. I
am alone for example, and work
together with some external
professionals, like a copywriter and
a tv crew. But we can compete with
the big clubs, since we do it in our
own smart way. With success!
Your new stadion, which is a so
called ‘connected stadium’ plays
an important role in the success of
KAA Gent?

Pic. Xavier Louwagie, coordinator Social Media & Communication KAA Gent

indeed expanded internationally!
How do you type KAA Gent as club:
an innovator or a follower in social
media?
We try to act smart in everything,
also our social media approach. But
because of the financial situation
we have been in with the club, we
were almost bankrupt, we are used
to be critical with investments. We
know that we have to grow step
by step. We have always been a
sleeping giant; recently we awoke!
Both on and off the pitch we have
taken significant steps. But we do
want it do last, so are not looking
for just quick wins.
Which trends do you see in
fanengament, considering social
media?
Like everywhere we see trends.
Especially the huge increase in
the use of smartphones for social
media is something to aware of.
A website is often a responsive
version on your smartphone. And
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of course the quick channels like
Snapchat and Periscope we follow
with interest. But we do not use
all immediately. It is risky because
a chanel like livestream Meerkat
also ‘disappeared’ again like that.
We want to be sure that our fans
use a chanel really, not just like a
shortperiod hype.
And how are the KAA Gent fans
behaving in this?
Our fans are relatively young and
therefore savvy with social media.
In a way we can also follow our
fans in the way they want to be
approached. But this far we have
only focused on Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram. And we know that
the appreciate this.
Can you describe your department
and your approach?
Since 2011 I am responsible for all
communication, including the social
media and fanengagement. I work
close together with the commercial
and financial department, because

Yes, our new Ghelamco Arena
plays an important role in our new
developments, also the online
opportunities it offers. In 2013 we
moved our home base from the
Jules Otten Stadium, where we had
been playing since 1920 to a brand
new venue: the Ghelamco Arena.
The stadium is built in cooperation
between the club, the city of Gent
and the project developer Ghelamco.
The Ghelamco Arena is a unique
location in the context of Belgian
football. The stadium has a capacity
of 20.000 seats and offers a perfect
balance between sustainability,
aesthetics and functionality. And
indeed, it is a ‘connected stadium’
so an integrated service for wireless
internet, online media, app and
several future digital services. The
WIFI-technology offers all 20.000
spectators fast internet. In the near
future we will also use this service as
an interesting platform for our fans.
It is also a boundary condition fort
he ulimate fanengagement during
a homematch. With sponsors we
are looking how to use this the
right way. The structure offers us
a unique opportunity! All in all we
have a hight-tech stadium. The
glass structure around the outside is
a high-quality, trendy design. But of
course we also do sell the tradition

KAA GENT
Belgian beer inside. Even more
than in the old stadium. That’s also
part of the right fanengagement!
Another thing, do you have any
rules for the players?
No, we do not have official rules
with our player in their online
behavior. But we do talk regulary
with our players about the optimal
use of social media. We do see that
some of our current players really
do use it the right way. To make
the right connection with the fans,
and the club. It seems almost like
a natural thing for some. This way
we do not need any official rules,
since it is on personal level. And
done in a positive manner.
How important are the players for
your fanengagement?
Really important, since they are
rolemodels for our local community.
KAA Gent like our headcoach
Hein Vanhaezebrouck. He is a
real personality and has a specific
approach. He favours offensive
football and always takes the team’s
own qualities as the starting point.
He focuses on the collective and
is recognized for his tactical skills,
making use of modern insights in
terms of physical and psychological
preparation.
The way he creates a team is amazing.
He is focused on teambuilding
and gets the best out of both
individual players as the team. In
the preparation period the team
has special teambuildingsessions in
the Belgian Ardennes. And during
the season the team often visits
local companies, associations and
institutes. These are also moments
to share with the fans.
Which general online strategy do

PIC. Huge follower increase during the Champions League

you have?
Our strategy fits the club and our
DNA. We are a proud and distinctive
club with our own unique identity.
Therefore we choose cooperation
for sustainable success. As an
association that considers social
responsibility important as well as
a club where everyone is welcome.
This is also how we work online.
Do you have an integrated strategy
for fan engagement?
Indeed we do work with a structured
plan, timeschedules and budget, but
previous we were focusing more on
the commercial opportunities and
sponsorship. For the season 20162017 we have planned to develop
a special social structure and
implement this step by step.
What best practices can you share
with us?
We have had some real interesting
examples.
Bottom
line
was

cooperation with others, which are
bigger than us. Especially during
our Champions League matches
we have been active. And we saw
immediate result with many extra
followers from abroad.
We have worked together with the
offical Champions Leaugue Twitter
account. A retweet often gets you
far this way. But we also had some
funny twitter battles. We played
for example Zenit St Petersburg in
the groupstage of the Champions
League.
With the match against Valencia
we had a different experience. A
cartoon in a Belgian newspaper
showed a funny picture prior to the
match against Valencia. However
they used the wrong flag. In Spain
it caused some reactions, even
thousands. But we responded
immediately which they liked again.
And next to that we made the joke
with Barcelona that at least we
were able to beat Valencia at home!
Humor is the best way in social
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KAA GENT
media. And of course transparency
in your communication.
We also had an experience with a
Mexican club when their logo was
by mistake used in a local newspaper
for our match. Via twitter we had
funny contact and we immediately
saw a huge increase of followers
from Mexico! It helps that I can
speak Spanish, so we were able to
react quickly in Spanish. That’s also
a online boundary condition: react
quick and honest, with a smile and
humor!
Being the Belgian champion in
the season 2015-2016 and the
following participation in the
Champions League last year must
have given you a real boost?
Of course! In our country we
attracted many new followers after
our championship. The fans do
look at KAA Gent as a passionate
and sympathetic club now. We do
play the game in a positive way
and also do communicate the
same way with our fans. And the

PIC. Facebook profile of KAA Gent
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international attraction was huge.
Playing the Champions League
was our ultimate social media
hype. Also due to our success in
Group H. We ended second behind
Zenith St Petersburg, but top of
Valencia CF and Olympique Lyon.
This really gave the club a boost on
social media. It helped us grow and
develop more ideas. Our sponsors
also were helping us, like we had
a special UEFA Champions League
Sponsor with Telenet Play Sports.
For the near future this means much
thinking about interesting new
developments. But again, we do it
step by step.
Last season your website was also
ranked number 9 in the Champions
League top 10!
Indeed, and we are very proud of
that. For the 5th time in a row the
Spanish company Departamento
checked all the website of the
Champions League participants.
From website objectives, friendly
url, user orientation to responsive
design and structure and navigation.

We scored 91 out of 100 points
and ended 9th. Even better than
websites of clubs like Chelsea,
Manchester United, Manchester
City, PSG and Atletico Madrid. A
huge achievement when you look
at the difference in budgets. We
prove that we can be internationally
succesful by being smart! Good
ideas and keep close to our own
and our fan’s identity.
You have planned special online
actions for Euro 2016?
Not specific. Of course we do
support our Red Devils and in our
stadium we follow the Belgian
matches, the first match against
Italy was promoted via social media
and we had more than 6000
spectators watching the big screen.
Our fans are committed to both
our club as the national team! Real
fanengagement!
Thank you for this interesting expert
talk, Xavier Louwagie!

SPORTLE

SPORTLE
Digital Sports Media invited Pedro
Duarte, Head of International of the
live streaming platform Sportle, to an
expert talk.
Good Day Mr. Duarte. Live Streaming
platform become more and more
relevant. Sportle.tv is a new platform.
Can you introduce Sportle to us?
Of course! Sportle.tv connects fans
with all live sports streams available
to them across the globe. We simplify,
personalize and enhance the way fans
discover and consume online sporting
events, becoming the first live sports
events platform and marketplace in
the world. We do not buy rights nor
do the stream, but we connect the
fans to the rights owners, in just one
digital hub. Sportle is proud to give the
only solution in the market that solve
the pain points of the sports fans: to
find in just one digital marketplace,
no matter where they are, all the
streaming live events available for
them. And it’s incredible to see the
huge offer of free live events available
in Internet in different platforms.
Sportle centralize this experience.
We also help fans to discover the sport
offer they have access to for being a
premium cable subscriber.
Where and
developed?

when

has

it

been

Sportle is a US company heartquartered
in Los Angeles founded by two top
executives of the sports and digital
industry in the States: Adam Shaw
(former VP of NFL and Fox Sports)
and Ali Tahmasbi, (former Head of
Product at MySpace). We launched
in February 2016 after more than

Pic. The content offering of Sportle

one year of development and we can
say at this point we are excited about
the results achieved so far. The initial
version of Sportle is tailored for US
customers but we will be launching in
Europe very soon!
Video Content, preferably live, is a
key in digital media. Is this the basic
principle for Sportle? What content
agreements are already in place?
That’s correct. Fans across the
world are nowadays thrilled about
finding live events online. The sports
consumption is changing dramatically
moving from the traditional cable
offer to online streaming and OTT’s.
Social Media channels like Snapchat
or Twitter are entering in the sports
rights landscape in order to offer
their users (millennials in most of the
cases) a new digital experience when
consuming live matches, highlights or
any other sort of sport content. The
fragmentation in terms of live sports
content is so huge that is close to

impossible for fans to find a unique
hub where to filter and get access to
the entire sport offer available in his
country. If you do a search in Google,
you will an infinite list of illegal sites
that offer a bad experience to the
users and reduce the business of the
sports rights owners. No matter the
content come from Youtube official
sites, Livestream, Facebook live,
Periscope, official players of rights
owners or broadcaster streaming
platform, we aggregate all that offer
in just one unique digital platform,
enriching the users experience with
lots of features and giving them
access to the appropriate platform.
Regarding contracts, at this point we
are entering in agreements with the
top football teams in Europe as well
as important rights owners to help
them generate additional traffic to
their live events.
Sportle.tv is launched in the US. When
can we expect a global availability?
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SPORTLE
Any figures you could share with us?
Yes, sportle.tv is tailored initially for
US users. Everybody no matter where
they come from can access to the site/
mobile app and enjoy the content,
part of it is geoblocked outside US
though.
Said this, 60% of the traffic is from
US, having already 40% of different
regions as Southeast Asia and Europe.
This shows what we have had always
in mind: Sportle should be global very
quickly, reason why we expect to
launch local versions fully adapted to
Spain, UK, Canada and Germany very
soon.
Will Sportle be also available on the
mobile as an APP?
Yes, indeed! In fact we have just
launched the iOs mobile app at the
beginning of June 2016. We aim to
launch Android version, Apple TV and
SmartTV platforms during the next
following months
Are you satisfied with the adoption ,
download numbers and usage?
We are extremely happy with the
results so far. We got an amazing
results in terms of usage in March
during the March Madness in USA…
and the 5 Game of NBA playoffs
between Warriors and Cavaliers broke
a new record in the recent history of
Sportle. There are still tons of things
to develop but so far, our retention
and growth rates are higher that
what we expected. Users are starting
to understand that Sportle is the only
digital platform that allows them
to stream from Argentinian soccer
league to Premier Spanish volleyball
league, NBA or Australian junior
baseball league in a very easy and
legal way. And most of the content
completely for free.
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How is the App handling from a user
perspective?
Sportle aims to become what someone
has already called “The Google for
Sports”. In this way, we want to
simplify how the users can discover
the huge live sports offer that exists
for them in Internet, with just one
click. So the experience is first focused
on simplifying the consumption of
sports. Secondly, we allow users that
are already premium subscribers of
cable packages to introduce their
credentials in Sportle. This allows
Sportle to authenticate him and show
the user all the sports offer that he
has access to for being a subscriber
of an specific cable package. This is
really important as it is well known
that most of the fans are not aware
of what they can see with their
credentials. Traditional broadcasters
are still spending tons of millions
of dollars every year to feature on
traditional media the content they will
be broadcasting during the week…
when actually the users are looking
for it in Internet. So Sportle helps fans
to find the content they have already
paid for and help also broadcaster to
find their subscribers. So it is a value
added chain for everybody. As a
third point, I would mention the nice
features Sportle has in order to enrich
the experience of the fan. The fans
can favourite teams within Sportle,
receiving notifications when the
game of his favorited tennis player
going to start or being notified every
time a fantastic finish is happening in
his preferred competition.

how to find the different premium
events that are streamed in USA and
the virality has been exponential. All
these things show people is crazy
about finding live content in internet,
so Sportle become the solver of this
existing pain point for them. Nice
point that I would mention is that
once we have launched the app,
we have also received hundreds of
applicants of students that want to
work with us in our amazing project
as interns.
Do you funnel this user feedback back
into further evolution of Sportle?
For sure. We have a clear idea of what
we want to offer to the users though,
so sports fans will find in Sportle
amazing new features very soon
What content is most appreciated by
the users?
As Sportle.tv is initially focused on US,
top content as NBA or MLB are the
most appreciated by users. Related
to this, it’s really interesting to see

What is the feedback of users?
Pretty interesting. We have received
emails from fans located in very far
countries, excited about the possibility
to stream events that they were not
aware of. In addition to this, we have
launched a blog post explaining about

Pic. Pedro Duarte, Head of International

SPORTLE
so many users didn’t know to how
stream MLB games for example, being
the case that just a single sign up
give them the option to stream these
games for free in the States. That is a
pain point that Sportle has solved in a
pretty smart way.
Coming back to the content, it’s been
also surprising to see how other minor
sports as badminton or handball has
got a nice audience in our platform.
People are starting to find Sportle
a great discovery platform so not
only premium top leagues are being
followed right now. We believe in the
long tail as competitive advantage
and the initial numbers show that is
the correct strategy.

In addition to this, we will be
integrating social features very soon,
so fans can enjoy the live streaming of
their beloved events with his friends.
So lots of things still pending to come!

Dear Mr. Duarte, many thanks for
taking the time for this expert talk!

How do sports organizations benefit
with a partnership with Sportle?
Thanks to our huge audience, we are
nowadays able to generate a huge
traffic to the sports organisations/
teams/leagues that are streaming
events (press conferences, training
sessions, matches…) in their own
platforms. So our footprint would
allow them to increase his audience
mainly in US at this point, generating
new users that are avid of finding
that events and do not know how.
As a marketplace, we can deliver new
business to all sports organisations
interested in streaming.
Can you share with us the evolution in
the coming weeks and the remainder
of the year 2016?
As said before, we have very exciting
new features in the roadmap for the
coming months. We will be focus
in complementing the experience
of the fan, integrating third parties
services that would allow the users
not only to interact with others but
also to generate virality and a relevant
experience

Pic. Screenshots of Sportle-App
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BELFAST GIANTS

BEST FORM OF
ADVERTISING
Digital Sports Media talked to Mark
Brooks, Commercial Manager of Belfast
Giants about the digital approach in
engaging Northern Ireland´s top ice
hockey club with its fan base.
Good Day Mr. Brooks. We are very
excited to feature the Belfast Giants
in our magazine. The Belfast Giants
do focus quite strongly on digital.
Can you share with our readers why?
Thank you for featuring the Giants!
I love everything that Result Sports
do and it is an honour to be involved
in this way. I focus strongly on
digital because it allows the Giants
to communicate well with our fans.
This includes upcoming games,
competitions and game highlights
etc. Digital also allows the Giants
fans to communicate with the
organisation regularly with questions
and comments.
You
coordinate
digital
media
communications for the club. Could
you describe a (regular) workday?
Well after I check RESULT Sports
online, of course ;), first thing in the
morning I make sure to review all of
our social media channels and catch
up on any news. My role for the Giants
encompasses sponsorship, marketing,
communications as well as digital - so
I need to be organised throughout
my day to take care of everything.
I regularly keep track of latest
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happenings as well as take care of any

the Giants need to add a game to our

PIC: Great atmosphere during the games

questions that fans have. I also have a
social media calendar that helps me
plan ahead for important events such
as games.
How large is the unit on digital at
the Belfast Giants and how do you
coordinate internally activities across
departments (e.g. with ticketing,
marketing, press department, etc. to
meet their department needs in fan
communication?
I am incredibly passionate about my
job and my role oversees everything
that you have listed above - which is
fantastic as it allows me to collaborate
and plan ahead. For example, when

schedule during the season, such as a
Cup Quarter-Final, I can make sure the
overall announcement is coordinated
with marketing, ticketing and online
to ensure the best possible message is
communicated to the Giants fans.
Facebook is dominating at most
sports organisations around the
world. When did you launch your
profile? Were Goals & Objectives set
before entering Facebook and have
they been reached?
I created the Giants Facebook page
back in 2009 with the simple goal of
making sure the Giants communicated
better with their fans as well as

BELFAST GIANTS
making it easy and fun for the fans to
follow their team. Setting up the page
allowed the Giants to communicate
instantly with the fans and share
behind-the-scenes
content
that
normally, would not be accessible.
Which other channels/ platforms are
implemented at the Belfast Giants
to interact with the fan base (e.g.
Google+, Twitter, YouTube, etc.)
and what role do they play in our
communication- and marketing mix?
I focus on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Snapchat, YouTube, Audioboom and
our official website with all of those
channels offering something different
to the Giants fans. All of the Giants
channels allow their fans to keep in
touch regularly with what is going on
with the organisation.
Do you offer specific content for each
individual channel, or do you use
cross-posting across platforms?
Both! I try to keep the content as
varied as possible on each and every
channel however there are some
things that will be communicated in
a similar way, such as the Giants new
signings.

our fans, especially on game nights in
Belfast.
Do you see a platform ‘overflow’ – too
many club offerings – which potentially
will irritate the fan base?
Definitely. When a new channel is
launched, there is an expectation that
it will be updated regularly with the
latest content and if not, then you
are not giving your fans a reason to
engage with you on that platform. I
make sure the Giants are only using
channels which will be regularly
updated with content for the fans.
You are amongst the Top25 European
Ice Hockey Teams in terms of
community size. How did you achieve
this in an area, where other sports
(football, cricket and rugby) are
usually dominating?
The Giants fans are very passionate
and have been fantastic with engaging
with the organisation on social media.
I try to make sure the content on those
social media channels is engaging
and allows the fans to get involved
in the conversation. The fans are
the team’s best form of advertising,
regularly sharing the content from the
Giants social media channels to their

followers!
Have you implemented any internal
Digital Media Guidelines (e.g. for
players, staff, etc.) at the club?
Absolutely - all players and staff
are reminded of the guidelines and
expectations at the beginning of
each season. Social media can be
dangerous if not used correctly,
however our players have been
fantastic ambassadors for the
organisation online.
Players are often a key factor for
fans towards their engagement and
interaction. Are you able to approach
the players directly to coordinate
content or do you have to go through
a dedicated process?
The Giants players have been a
great asset for the organisation pushing out any content when asked.
However, the players produce some
fantastic content on their own and,
when possible, regularly reply to fans
and share charitable causes.

How do you keep up with the on-going
evolution of platforms?
Now there is a hype on initially
Meerkat, then Periscope and now
SnapChat? Is there a process in place
to review and consider new platforms,
plus subsequently adopt them, if they
are evaluated positive?
It is essential to continually review
all of the platforms online, while also
being realistic as to what is important
for communicating messages to
fans. The Giants launched a Snapchat
channel two seasons ago and I find
it a fantastic way to communicate to

PIC: Ice Hockey - a full action sport, ideal for Digital Media content
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Besides the players being brand
ambassadors for the club, the content
is key for interactions and engagement.
Do you create the content in-house or
is there a process in place to receive
content?
I create all of the Giants social media
content in-house, except if we are
receiving messages from our sponsors
who, for example, want to promote
special offers to the fans.
Do you take a look at other clubs
or sports in terms of growing and
interacting with your community?
I follow sports teams around the
world which allows me to see what
others are doing and get inspiration
for my own ideas here in Belfast. I
am a fan of many USA sports teams
including NHL, NBA, MLB, NFL and
MLS who place a huge emphasis
on their social media channels with
fantastic content.
Social Media channels have grown so
significantly in terms of followership.
Does this attract existing and also new
sponsorships? If yes, do you execute
specific campaigns or marketing/
sponsor activities throughout the
season?
The Giants social media channels
have been very attractive to sponsors
For our sponsors I have been able
to promote their content to a large
number of followers as well as
collaborate with them on campaigns
and contests.
Digital is not only the growth of social
platforms, but also the evolution of
smartphones. Did you experience this
adoption/evolution within your fan
base for Mobile and Social Media (i.e.
Check-Ins, etc.) and how did this
change your offering (ie. any special
content or contests)?
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Obviously, I notice the huge uplift in
the number of fans who are engaging
with the Giants through smartphones
and subsequently there has been
more appropriate content prepared
for those users. The Giants also run
contests on our smartphone app
and promoted on the 200+ IPTV
screens throughout the arena in
order to increase the number of app
downloads.
Audio had been a little neglected in
the past, but now we see great desire
from Fans at soccer and other sports
organizations, like Arsenal, Cologne,
where they achieve huge follower
numbers on SoundClound. Will Audio
revive or do you see this differently?

throughout the day I keep track of the
latest happenings! I also use a content
calendar as well as some online tools
to keep track of the Giants channels
in order to make sure I do not miss
any news or notifications.
The Belfast Giants will be hosting the
IIHF world championship tournament
in 2017. Congratulations for being
selected! How do you plan your action
in digital and how will this impact your
planning for the upcoming season?
Thank you! All of us at the Giants
are excited for the 2017 World
Championships which will be held
in Belfast for the first time ever. The
digital campaign has already started
and will promote the tournament
locally to Giants fans as well as to
ice-hockey fans in the competing
countries, Ireland and the United
Kingdom. I cannot wait for the
tournament to begin and to welcome
icehockey fans from around the world
to Belfast!

I am a big fan of the Giants audioboom
channel as it allows interviews with
players and coaches to be instantly
uploaded to the channel itself as well
as to Facebook, twitter and our official
website. The Giants have had over
600,000 listens on our audio channel
since launching two seasons ago.
Dear Mr. Brooks, many thanks for
taking the time for this expert talk!
It seems the fans cannot get enough
from the direct relationship with the
club. What will be the next “big” thing
on Digital Media for the Belfast Giants?
Second Screen, SMART-TV Apps or do
you think new platforms will appear?
New platforms will continue to
appear and the Giants will continue to
embrace them so long as they make it
easy and fun for the fans to follow the
team. Snapchat is our newest channel
and the number of engagements have
been astonishing!
With all your activities on digital. How
do you keep an overview of things in
terms of monitoring?
The first thing and last thing I do
everyday is check social media and

Pic. Mark Brooks, Commercial Manager,
Belfast Giants
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IMPRINT
DIGITAL SPORTS MEDIA:
This publication is dedicated to the
global Digital Sports Business.
This magazine is published
monthly (in German) and features
the overall evolution, interesting
applications, case studies, best practice
models, expert talks, used cases,
plus the overall
evolution and trends for
Digital Media in Sports.
We denote the term ‚Digital Media‘ with
the entire mobile & wireless
communication, the various
social networking platforms and
the overall world wide web/ website
evolution.

BT Sports transmissioned for the first
time in the history the Chamions
League Final between Atletico
Madrid and Real Madrid live on
various platforms, including the BT´s
Sports youtube channel.
The stream was very popular and
has reached over 1,8 million people
worldwide. This reach was amazing
achievement for the channel!
These numbers show the newest
trend on online watching of different
sports events, a lot of people use the
classic TV with the second screen on
their smartphones or tablets.
The goal of BT Sports to show the
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Champions League Final to as much
people as possible was achieved
with success.
Overall the channel generated over
6,1 million views on all platforms.
These numbers round up the
partnership of the BT Sports with
Youtube, that got the rights on
the transmission of european elite
football competitions Champions
League and Europe League for the
next three years.
Both finals reached over 12 million
people on both TV and digital
platforms.

The magazine is prepared in
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approach in sports organizations and the
scientific teaching and is in sole
ownership published by RESULT Sports.
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